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The Eight Queens Problem
 Place eight queens 

on a standard 
chessboard so that 
no two attack each 
other.

 First posed in 1848.
 Generalized in 1850 

to N queens on an  
N x N board.



Counting N-queens solutions 

95,815,1041772410
14,772,512163529
2,279,18415928
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Number of solutionsNNumber of 
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N



More counting

227,514,171,973,736 24
24,233,937,684,44023
2,691,008,701,64422
314,666,222,71221
39,029,188,88420
4,968,057,84819
666,090,62418
Number of solutions to N-queens problemN



More about N-queens…
 Theorem: For N > 3, there is at least 

one solution to the N-queens problem.
 Proved first by Ahrens in 1910.
 Also proved by Hoffman, Loessi, and 

Moore in 1969. (Mathematics Magazine, 
March-April 1969, 66-72.)

 Also proved by others.



At most N queens, right?

  Clearly, each row can only 
have one queen.

  Clearly, an N x N chessboard 
can have at most N non-
attacking queens placed on it.



The Nine Queens Contest
 January-March 2004, The Chess Variant 

Pages at chessvariants.org.
 If we place a pawn between two queens on 

the same row (or column or diagonal), the 
queens no longer attack each other.

 Question: How many pawns do we need in 
order to put 9 nonattacking queens on a 
standard chessboard?



Solution to 9 Queens Contest
 Answer: One pawn.
 A solution:

  QUEENS at a8, 
b5, c2, d4, d6, 
e1, f7, g5, h3 

  PAWN at d5  



The N+k Queens Problem
 Given N+k queens, how many pawns 

need to be put on an N x N board to 
allow the queens to be placed on the 
board so they don’t attack each other?

 This is the queens’ separation 
number sQ(N+k,N).



The N+1 Queens Problem
 sQ(4,3) = 5.
 sQ(5,4) doesn’t exist.

 When we put 5 
queens on a 4 x 4 
board, at least two 
queens will be on 
adjacent squares.



The N+1 Queens Problem
 sQ(6,5) = 3.

  Verified by 
computer search.

 Theorem: For N  6, 
sQ(N+1,N) = 1



Sketch of Proof of Theorem

 We take known solutions to the n-queens 
problem and add extra rows, columns, 
queens, and a pawn.

 We have four main patterns and a few 
exceptional cases.



N-Queens Construction A
 n  4
 n  0 or 4 (mod 6)
 Number rows and 

columns 0, 1,…, n-1
 Queens at (2i+1,i) 

for i=0,…, n/2-1
 Queens at (2i-n,i) 

for i=n/2,…,n-1. 



N-Queens Construction B
 n  4 , n  2 or 4 

(mod 6)
 Number rows and 

columns 0, 1,…, n-1
 Queens at (n/2+2i-1 

(mod n),i) for 
i=0,1,…n/2-1 and at 
(n/2+2i+2 (mod n), 
i) for i=n/2-1,…,n-1



Pattern I: N6, N  0 or 2 (mod 6)
 Take Construction A 

solution to (n-2)-Queens.
 Add two columns to left 

and one row to top and 
bottom

 Put pawn to the left of the 
queen in column 0.

 Put extra queens at top 
and bottom of the pawn’s 
column and to the left of 
the pawn.



Pattern II: N  10, N  0 or 4 (mod 6)

 Take Construction B 
solution to (N-2)-
Queens.  Add rows and 
columns as in Pattern I.

 If N=10, w=4.
 If N=12, w=7.
 If N>12, w= (N-1)/4
 Pawn: (w, -1)
 Extra Queens: (w, -2), 

(-1,-1), (N-2, -1)





Pattern III: N  11, N  1 (mod 6)

 Add row on top and 
column to right of 
Pattern II solution to 
(N-1)-Queens.

 Pattern II leaves 
main diagonal open, 
so add a queen to 
the upper right 
corner.



Pattern IV: N 15, N  3 (mod 6)
 Take Construction A 

solution to (N-3)-
Queens.  

 Add 3 columns to left, 2 
rows on top, 1 row on 
bottom.

 Pawn: ((N-3)/2, 2)
 Extra Queens          

((N-3)/2,-3), (N-2, -2), 
(-1,-1), (N-3,2)





Final Cases: N = 7 and N = 9



Counting N+1 Queens 
solutions

1288

65,17212207

11,15211166

2,2881005

396904

Number of 
solutions

NNumber of 
solutions

N



Other pieces?
 What if we replace 

the queens with 
other pieces, such 
as rooks or bishops?

 For N  k+2,         
sR(N+k, N) = k.



Other pieces? (Continued)



Other boards?
 What if we look at 

rectangular or other-
shaped boards?
 For instance, if the 

board is donut-
shaped, one pawn 
won’t be enough.



Conjecture: 
sQ(N+2,N) = 2 for N  7. 

188

6,7711147

6981006

160905

Number of 
solutions to 
“N+2 Queens”

NNumber of 
solutions to 
“N+2 Queens”

N



Conjecture:  
sQ(N+3,N) = 3 for N  8. 

52810

449

88

07

Number of solutions to “N+3 Queens”N



N+k Queens?
 Grand Conjecture:  For each k, for large 

enough N we have sQ(N+k,N) = k.
  Is this true?
  How much is “large enough”?
  What happens when N isn’t “large 

enough”?
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